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When family memberships were removed as an option for Orienteering Victoria (OV) 
membership (mainly to make things simpler and to recognise that families are no 
longer necessarily 2 seniors and a few juniors) no one knew that this would have such a 
devastating effect on our share of the OA SRF.  The 3 year rolling average has also meant 
that the problem of bearing a greater relative share of the SRF has crept up on OV. Our 
organisation now finds itself in a loss making situation and the SRF is the key factor for 
this.  OV has now reached the position where if fair and equitable changes across state 
payments are not made, then OV will, as a priority, change its membership rules to a 
structure that will minimise any and all future SRF and other OA imposts. 
 
“Option A” comment 
The author of the SRF paper is unclear on the effect and concept of OV clubs’ Social 
membership.  This category is, in reality, mostly made up of multi-club and inactive 
members and, as such, has no real effect on any of this paper or its calculations. Clubs’ 
social members are typically either members no longer capable of competing but 
wishing to maintain a social link with their club (they are not members of OV nor OA), 
or full members of other OV clubs who wish to also have a social link with another club. 
(e.g. Blair Trewin, full member YVOC, social member (member of second club) MFR).   
 
“Option B” comment 
Although this option improves things for Victoria on first glance, Option B fails to be 
believable, make much sense or satisfy the simplicity requirement.  This is because the 
concept of family membership encourages families to list all children as juniors whether 
they actually orienteer or not.  Whereas Victoria’s junior numbers are closer to the 
actual number that participate.  Taking up this option means that attracting juniors 
(arguably the future of the sport) costs States more money.  Juniors are never going to 
be the source of revenue to pay levies and the SRF and thus should not be included. 
 
“Option C” comment 
The SRF must be calculated with acknowledgement of the variations in State activities.  
Other OA levies are already based on participation, so to make the SRF also on this basis 
will further disadvantage States with more participations from low key (level 5), low 
cost events and less income from higher value events.  These states (principally 
Victoria) are already heavily taxed by OA and are arguably subsidising other states. 
In an effort to maintain high participation in the sport, Victoria has found it difficult to 
balance its own budget in recent years.  The balance of the revenue from low-cost, high 
participation events is currently going to State and OA levies – more so than the actual 
event costs of maps etc.  Ultimately something will need to give here.  Raising entry fees 
just to cover OA costs is unmarketable to the average orienteer.  Defederation of the 
state or disaffiliation of some branches of the sport within that state become a very real 
possibility.  Low-cost, high participation events require either low event expenses or 
significant commercial sponsorship to exist. 
Thus Option C is unworkable.  The claim that the numbers for this option can be 
obtained from Eventor shows a lack of knowledge by the author as to how many results 
do, and do not, get onto Eventor (and the difficulties attached to getting non-OE results 
up). 



 
Timing of changes  
Given the subsidization of the other states by Victoria in recent years any changes need 
to be backdated so no current or future payments reflect the old system. 
Also the 3 year averaging needs to be immediately removed.  This is supported by the 
simplicity principle. 
 
 
Conclusion 
OV wishes to make it clear that any vote other than Option A, with the removal of the 
averaging and immediate effect, will result in OV refusing to pay the next SRF due until 
it has retrospectively altered its membership figures by a restructure to reintroduce 
family memberships and OA has recalculated the state SRF amounts. 
 
OV understands that the other states have the power to outvote Victoria with regard to 
a decision on which option is implemented. When voting other states need to recognise 
that, dependent of how they vote, they could help bankrupt OV, and that this is an event 
that will trigger the state to consider disaffiliation in order to maintain solvency.  Any 
other position by OV is a dereliction of the Board’s duty to maintain solvency. 
 
 


